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ABSTRACT
The merger of a neutron star (NS) binary may result in the formation of a long-lived, or indefinitely
stable, millisecond magnetar remnant surrounded by a low-mass ejecta shell. A portion of the mag-
netar’s prodigious rotational energy is deposited behind the ejecta in a pulsar wind nebula, powering
luminous optical/X-ray emission for hours to days following the merger. Ions in the pulsar wind may
also be accelerated to ultra-high energies, providing a coincident source of high energy cosmic rays
and neutrinos. At early times, the cosmic rays experience strong synchrotron losses; however, after
a day or so, pion production through photomeson interaction with thermal photons in the nebula
comes to dominate, leading to efficient production of high-energy neutrinos. After roughly a week,
the density of background photons decreases sufficiently for cosmic rays to escape the source without
secondary production. These competing effects result in a neutrino light curve that peaks on a few
day timescale near an energy of ∼ 1018 eV. This signal may be detectable for individual mergers
out to ∼ 10 (100) Mpc by current (next-generation) neutrino telescopes, providing clear evidence
for a long-lived NS remnant, the presence of which may otherwise be challenging to identify from
the gravitational waves alone. Under the optimistic assumption that a sizable fraction of NS merg-
ers produce long-lived magnetars, the cumulative cosmological neutrino background is estimated to
be ∼ 10−9 − 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 for a NS merger rate of 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1, overlapping with
IceCube’s current sensitivity and within the reach of next-generation neutrino telescopes.
1. INTRODUCTION
The merger of binary neutron stars (NS) are believed
to be important sources of gravitational waves (GW) to
be detected by the advanced LIGO (Abramovici et al.
1992; Harry & the LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2010),
advanced VIRGO (Accadia et al. 2012), and future grav-
itational wave detectors. NS mergers are also an im-
portant, if not dominant, contributor of rapid neutron
capture (r-process) nucleosynthesis in the universe (Lat-
timer & Schramm 1976; Symbalisty & Schramm 1982;
Eichler et al. 1989; Freiburghaus et al. 1999).
The final outcome of a NS merger depends sensitively
on the nuclear density equation of state (EoS) (e.g. Shi-
bata & Taniguchi 2006). If the mass of the NS binary is
high and/or if the EoS is relatively soft, then the merger
results in a massive NS remnant which usually collapses
into a black hole on a relatively short timescale of tens of
milliseconds or less (e.g. Bauswein & Stergioulas 2017).
If, on the other hand, the EoS allows a relatively large
maximum non-rotating NS mass (∼> 2.3− 2.4M), then
the merged core will create a long-lived supramassive
NS (supported from immediate collapse even by its solid
body rotation) or an indefinitely stable NS which never
collapses (e.g. Dai et al. 2006; Gao & Fan 2006; Metzger
et al. 2008; O¨zel et al. 2010; Bucciantini et al. 2012; Gi-
acomazzo & Perna 2013; Kiziltan et al. 2013; Metzger &
Piro 2014; Fryer et al. 2015; Ferna´ndez & Metzger 2016;
Metzger 2016; Ciolfi et al. 2017a; Piro et al. 2017).
Due to the large angular momentum of the initial bi-
nary, any stable remnant NS will be rotating rapidly
with an initial spin period close to the centrifugal break-
up limit of Pi ∼ 1 ms. The remnant will also possess an
ultra-strong internal magnetic field ∼> 1015−1016 G, due
rapid amplification of the initially weak field by Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities during the merger (e.g. Price
& Rosswog 2006; Zrake & MacFadyen 2013; Kiuchi
et al. 2015; Giacomazzo et al. 2015) and the magneto-
rotational instability (e.g. Siegel et al. 2013; Mo¨sta et al.
2015; Guilet et al. 2016; Radice 2017). The magnetar
may also acquire a strong external dipole magnetic field
B ∼> 1013−1015 G through magnetic buoyancy instabil-
ities or via an efficient helical dynamo in the convective
proto-magnetar (Duncan & Thompson 1992).
A nearly maximally-spinning NS contains an enor-
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2mous rotational energy reservoir of ∼ 1052 − 1053 erg.
A strong dipole magnetic field provides a mechanism
to extract this energy in the form of a powerful mag-
netized wind (e.g. Thompson et al. 2004). This wind
emerges into the initially dense environment created
by matter ejected promptly during the merger itself
(e.g., Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Sekiguchi et al. 2016)
and from the remnant accretion disk on a timescale
of seconds (e.g. Ferna´ndez & Metzger 2013; Metzger
& Ferna´ndez 2014; Just et al. 2015; Siegel & Metzger
2017). The total ejecta mass of both components is
typically Mej ∼ 10−2 − 10−1M (e.g. Wu et al. 2016).
At early times, this dense environment may collimate
the magnetar wind into a bipolar jet (Bucciantini et al.
2012), providing one explanation for the long-lived X-ray
emission observed after some short gamma-ray bursts
(GRB; Metzger et al. 2008; Rowlinson et al. 2013; Gom-
pertz et al. 2015). However, at later times, as the mag-
netar spins down, the weakening jet may become less
stable, in which case a large fraction of its energy will
instead be dissipated behind the ejecta by reconnection
and shocks in the form of a pulsar wind nebula (PWN)
(Metzger & Piro 2014; Siegel & Ciolfi 2016a,b).
A millisecond magnetar also provides a promising
site for accelerating particles to ultra-high energies
(Gunn & Ostriker 1969; Piro & Kollmeier 2016a). A
magnetospheric voltage drop of magnitude Φmag ∼
µ (2pi/P )
2
/c2 = 1.3×1021B14 P−2−3 V is produced across
the open field lines that extend beyond the light cylinder
located at Rlc = c/Ω, where µ ∼ BR3∗ is the magnetic
dipole moment, B = 1014B14 G is the strength of the
surface magnetic field, R∗ ∼ 10 km is the NS radius,
and P = 10−3 P−3 s is the spin period of the magnetar.
An ion that taps a moderate fraction of this potential
drop will reach ultrahigh energy (UHE; E ≥ 1018 eV;
Blasi et al. 2000; Arons 2003). Specifically, particle ac-
celeration can occur as charged particles surf-ride in the
magnetar wind with a velocity along the radial compo-
nent of the electric field (Arons 2003), or by magnetic
reconnection of the opposite open magnetic fluxes in the
equatorial current sheet (Philippov & Spitkovsky 2014;
Chen & Beloborodov 2014; Cerutti et al. 2015; Cerutti
& Beloborodov 2016), or later by the wind termination
shock (Lemoine et al. 2015; Kotera et al. 2015).
Cosmic rays accelerated in the nascent magnetar neb-
ula interact with ambient photons and baryons. For
millisecond magnetars formed in normal core-collapse
supernovae, the massive baryon envelope of the explod-
ing progenitor star destroys particles accelerated at early
times, significantly impacting the spectrum, flux, and
chemical composition of the UHE cosmic rays (UHECR)
that leak out of the nebula (Fang et al. 2012, 2013). The
interaction between cosmic rays and their surroundings
produces charged pions that decay into high-energy neu-
trinos (Murase et al. 2009; Gao et al. 2013; Fang et al.
2014; Fang 2015) as well as neutral pions that decay into
gamma rays (Murase et al. 2015). Magnetars formed in
binary NS mergers are surrounded by orders of mag-
nitude less mass than normal core collapse supernovae.
However, a significant radiation field is still present as
the result of non-thermal photons (X-ray) emitted by
relativistic e± pairs in the nebula and thermal photons
(optical/UV) emitted by the ionized ejecta (Metzger &
Piro 2014). This radiation may lead to the production
of TeV-PeV neutrinos and GeV photons, which follow
the arrival of the gravitational wave chirp.
The first detection of high-energy neutrinos was
recently reported by the IceCube Observatory (The
IceCube Collaboration 2013; Halzen 2016 for a re-
view). A diffuse flux of TeV-PeV neutrinos with
an astrophysical origin is measured at the level of ∼
10−8 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 per-flavor (The IceCube Col-
laboration et al. 2015). No neutrino above 10 PeV has
been detected (Aartsen et al. 2016), and no point source
has been found in the 7-year data (Aartsen et al. 2017).
The origin of these neutrinos remains a mystery (Murase
2015; Halzen 2016).
Multi-messenger searches by IceCube over past joint
observational periods with LIGO and Virgo found no
significant coincident events (Aartsen et al. 2014). The
follow-up searches of gravitational wave events with
ANTARES and IceCube are consistent with the ex-
pected background signal (Adria´n-Mart´ınez et al. 2016;
Albert et al. 2017). General studies suggest that a joint
search by advanced detectors is possible, although the
chance of detection highly depends on specific source
properties (Bartos et al. 2011; Baret et al. 2012). A tem-
plate for the flux and light curve of neutrino emissions
from merger products is timely and crucial for future
searches.
In this paper, we investigate the evolution of high-
energy neutrino emission from a long-lived millisecond
magnetar following a NS merger, by studying particle
interaction with the thermal and non-thermal radiation
field emitted by the magnetar nebula. We adopt the
photon field model of Metzger & Piro (2014) which ac-
counts for the evolution of the thermal and non-thermal
radiation, and their coupling through absorption by the
ejecta. Different from Gao et al. (2013) which consid-
ers the secondary emission by particles accelerated in
the shocked ejecta, we focus on a general scenario that
cosmic rays accelerated in the magnetosphere confront
a spherical hot nebula. We account for additional in-
teraction and cooling channels of cosmic ray particles
that were not considered in Piro & Kollmeier (2016a),
which can crucially impact the high-energy emission of
the merger remnant, as demonstrated by Murase et al.
(2009) in the case of magnetars formed in supernovae.
3The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the time evolution of the radiation of the mag-
netar nebula. The photon field is then used to calcu-
late cosmic ray interaction in Section 3. We present the
neutrino production from an individual merger event,
as well as the integrated background signal from all-sky
events, in Section 4. We discuss our results and conclude
in Section 5.
2. RADIATION BACKGROUND
Magnetic spin-down is assumed to dissipate a large
fraction of the magnetar’s rotational energy to form a
hot nebula behind the ejecta, similar to well-studied
PWN like the Crab Nebula (Kennel & Coroniti 1984)
but in several ways more extreme. The nebula is
composed of copious electron/positron pairs and non-
thermal optical/UV/X-ray/γ−ray photons, due to a
cascade of high-energy photons resulted from inverse
Compton scattering of soft photons in the background
(e+ γ → e+ γ) and synchrotron emission in the nebula
magnetic field, as well as electrons resulted from pair
production of up-scattered photons (γ + γ → e+ + e−).
When the optical depth due to pair production is high
at these early times (“compactness” parameter  1),
most gamma-rays produce pairs before they can escape
the ejecta. Depending on the albedo of the ionized inner
side of the ejecta, lower energy non-thermal UV/X-ray
photons are either reflected back into the nebula, or ab-
sorbed and thermalized (see Metzger et al. 2014 for a
detailed discussion).
As the ejecta expands with time, the optical depths of
the nebula and ejecta decrease. Photons diffuse out of
this environment, powering luminous optical/UV/X-ray
emission (Kotera et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2013; Metzger
& Piro 2014; Siegel & Ciolfi 2016a,b; Hotokezaka et al.
2017). At later times, as the ejecta becomes optically
thin, the efficiency for thermalization decreases and the
emission will become dominated by hard non-thermal
X-ray/gamma-ray emission with a decreasing luminosity
following the declining pulsar spin-down power.
Following Metzger & Piro (2014), the evolution of non-
thermal radiation Enth and thermal radiation Eth are
approximately described by
dEnth
dt
= Lsd − Enth
R
dR
dt
− (1−A) Enth
tnd
, (1)
dEth
dt
= (1−A) Enth
tnd
− Eth
R
dR
dt
− Eth
tejd
. (2)
The first term on the right hand side of equation 1
is the magnetar’s dipole spin-down power1 (Ostriker &
1 Although we adopt the vacuum dipole expression for the spin-
Gunn 1969):
Lsd =
4
9
µ2Ω4
c3
(3)
= 2.6× 1047B214 P−4i,−3
(
1 +
t
tsd
)−2
erg s−1
=
ttsd
2.5× 1046B−214 t−25.5 erg s−1
where Pi = 10
−3 Pi,−3 s is the initial spin period and
tsd ≡ Erot
Lsd,0
= 1.4× 105 P 2i,−3B−214 s, (4)
is the initial spin-down time, where
Erot =
1
2
IΩ2i = 3.6× 1052 P−2i,−3 erg (5)
is the total rotational energy of a pulsar with assumed
moment of inertia I = 2M∗R2∗ /5 = 1.8 × 1045 g cm2,
radius R∗ = 10 km, and M∗ = 2.3M. At t =
t5.5 10
5.5 s  tsd, the spin-down luminosity scales as
∝ t−2 for a pulsar braking index of 3 (Ostriker & Gunn
1969).
The energy deposited by magnetic spin-down is shared
between three sinks: i) kinetic energy of the ejecta; ii)
thermal emission; and iii) non-thermal emission. The
second term in eqn. 1 and 2 describes the PdV ∼
(E/V )dV work done by the nebula on the ejecta, which
causes the kinetic energy and mean ejecta velocity v to
increase according to
Mejv
dv
dt
=
Enth
R
dR
dt
+
Eth
R
dR
dt
(6)
and thus the mean ejecta radius to increase from its
small initial value R0 ≈ 100 km according to
R =
∫ t
vdt′ +R0 (7)
As long as the spin-down time of the magnetar is suf-
ficiently short (compared to the time required for the
ejecta to become transparent), then to good approxima-
tion most of the rotational energy is used to accelerate
the ejecta, in which case one has
β =
v
c
=
1
c
(
2
∫ t
0
Lsddt
′
Mej
+ v20
)1/2
≈
ttsd
1M
−1/2
ej,−2 P
−1
i,−3
(8)
where v0 ∼ 0.1 c is the initial ejecta velocity and
R ≈ 9.5× 1015 βt5.5 cm. (9)
We neglect special relativistic effects on the ejecta speed,
which is not a terrible approximation as long as Mej ∼>
down rate, the expression for a force-free wind with an arbitrary
inclination angle between the rotation and magnetic axes is iden-
tical to within a normalization factor of a few (Spitkovsky 2006).
410−2M, given many other (much larger) uncertainties
in the formulation. Although we solve eqs. (6,7) in our
full numerical calculations, we employ eqs. (8,9) in our
analytic estimates.
As non-thermal UV/X-ray photons produced by the
nebula reach the ejecta walls, a fraction (1 − A) ex-
periences bound-free absorption and is “reprocessed”
to thermal radiation (Metzger et al. 2014). This pro-
cess is described by the second loss term in eqn. 1 and
the source term in eqn. 2, where A is the frequency-
averaged “albedo” of the ejecta walls. For simplicity we
assume A = 0 (perfectly absorbing walls), which may be
a reasonable approximation at UV/soft X-ray frequen-
cies given the expected ionization parameter at times of
interest (Metzger & Piro 2014). However, our results do
not depend qualitatively on this assumption as long as
A 6= 1, and this approximation can be improved by a
more detailed calculation of the ejecta ionization struc-
ture in future work.
The timescale for a photon to diffuse from the center
of the nebula of size ∼ R to the inner edge of the ejecta
(where it is absorbed or reflected) is given by
tnd ≈
R
c
(1 + τnes) , (10)
where τnes = n±σT R is the Thomson optical depth
across the nebula, n± is the pair density in the neb-
ula, and σT is the Thomson cross section. At early
times, the high compactness parameter of the PWN,
` = Enth σT R/(V me c
2) = 15.3B−214 t
−3
5.5 β
−2, results in
copious pair production from γγ interactions. The pair
number density n± is estimated by assuming a balance
between the pair creation rate, N˙+± = Y Lsd/(me c
2),
and the pair annihilation rate, N˙−± = (3/16)σT c n±N±,
where Y ≈ 0.1 is the pair multiplicity in a saturated
state (Svensson 1987).2 The optical depth is then
τnes =
(
4Y Lsd σT /pime c
3R
)1/2 ≈ 3.2B−114 β−1/2t−3/25.5 .
Radiation travels freely through the nebula (without
experiencing significant adiabatic losses) when the dif-
fusion time is less than the ejecta expansion timescale,
t = R/βc. From eq. 10, this occurs after a time
tnd,0 = 7.5× 105B−2/314 β1/3 s, (11)
or equivalently when τnes ≤ β−1. The optical depth of
the nebula can therefore be convenientily re-expressed
as τnes = β
−1
(
t/tnd,0
)−3/2
.
The fraction (1−A) of the non-thermal radiation
which is absorbed by the ejecta and reprocess is de-
scribed by the last term in eqn. 2. The photon diffusion
2 The pair cascade resides in a saturated state (`  1) until a
time ∼ 106 s for B ∼ 1014 G, thereby encompassing most epochs
of relevance in this paper.
time through the ejecta is given by
tejd ≈
R
c
(
1 + τ ejes
)
, (12)
where τ ejes = 3Mejκ/4piR
2 is the optical depth and
κ ∼ 0.2− 1 cm2 g−1 is the scattering/line opacity of the
ejecta at optical/UV frequencies, which depends on the
composition and ionization state of the ejecta (e.g. Pinto
& Eastman 2000; Kasen et al. 2015; Wollaeger et al.
2017).3 As in the case of the nebula, photons can freely
escape the ejecta once tejd ≤ R/βc, i.e. after a timescale
tejd,0 = 3.3× 104M1/2−2
(
κ
0.2 cm2 g−1
)1/2
β−1/2 s. (13)
The optical depth τ ejes can be expressed as τ
ej
es =
β−1
(
t/tejd,0
)−2
.
The dominant loss terms in equation (1) change with
time. At early times (t  tn (ej)d,0 ), the kinetic term
dominates the energy loss, while at late times (t 
t
n (ej)
d,0 ), non-thermal (thermal) emission is more impor-
tant. Assuming instantaneous balance between the loss
and source terms in eqn. 1, one obtains the following
approximate solution (Metzger & Piro 2014)
Enth =
Lsd t t t
n
d,0
Lsd t
n
d,0
(
t/tnd,0
)−1/2
t tnd,0
(14)
Eth =

Lsd t
n
d,0
(
t/tnd,0
)5/2
, t tejd,0
Lsd t t
ej
d /t
n
d , t
ej
d,0  t tnd,0
Lsd t
ej
d,0
(
t/tejd,0
)−1
, t tnd,0,
where we have assumed that χ ≡ tnd,0/tejd,0 =
22.7B
−2/3
14 β
5/6M
−1/2
−2 > 1. As shown in Section 3, the
time interval tejd,0  t  tnd,0 is most relevant epoch to
particle interaction, during which time we have
Enth = 6.1× 1051B−214 t−15.5 erg, (15)
Eth = 5.1× 1050B−114 β1/2 t1/25.5 erg. (16)
These expressions will prove useful in our analytic esti-
mates below.
Thermal photons in the nebula have a temperature
Tth = (Eth/V a)
1/4
and number density
nth∼ Eth
V kB Tth
≈ 1.1× 1014B−3/414 β−15/8 t−15/85.5 cm−3,
(17)
3 Given substantial neutrino irradiation of the disk wind ejecta
in the case of a long-lived NS remnant, most of the ejecta is
composed of Fe-group nuclei or light r-process nuclei (Metzger
& Ferna´ndez 2014; Lippuner et al. 2017).
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Figure 1. Number densities of thermal photons, non-
thermal photons, and baryons of the ejecta, from a stable
millisecond magnetar as a function of time since the merger.
Results are shown for a magnetar with initial rotation period
P = 1 ms and surface magnetic fieldB = 1014 G. The photon
number densities of non-thermal (thick blue line) and ther-
mal (thin red line) radiation fields are computed by solving
equations 1, 2, and 6 numerically and integrating photon en-
ergy distribution over all frequencies. The dotted black line
shows the average number density of baryons in the ejecta,
computed from equation 19, which is notably much lower
than in the case of magnetars formed in supernovae. Char-
acteristic times are marked for reference with vertical lines,
including the spin-down time tsd, and the time after which
photons diffuse freely through the ejecta (tejd,0) and nebula
(tnd,0) without substantial adiabatic losses.
where a is the radiation constant.
We assume that non-thermal photons follow a spec-
trum n(ε) ∝ ε−2 from the thermal bath energy εmin ∼
3 kB Tth to the pair creation threshold εmax ∼ 2mec2 ∼
1 MeV (Svensson 1987). The number density can be
estimated as
nnth∼ Enth
V εmin ln (εmax/εmin)
(18)
= 3.3× 1013B−7/414 t−27/85.5 β−19/8 cm−3.
The ε−2 spectrum is motivated by observation of pul-
sar wind nebulae (e.g., Li et al. 2008). In practice, the
non-thermal spectrum will be more complicated than
we have assumed. Relativistic leptons in the nebula
can up-scatter both soft photons from the background
(external inverse Compton) and the photons from their
own synchrotron emission (synchrotron self-Compton).
Depending on the acceleration mechanism, the intrin-
sic spectrum of leptons could follow a broken power
law. More dedicated study taking into account these
effects finds a γ-ray spectrum comparable or slightly
softer than ε−2 (e.g., Murase et al. 2015). In our fidu-
cial model, the density of thermal photons exceeds that
of non-thermal photons at times most relevant to neu-
trino production, justifying moderate uncertainty in the
non-thermal spectrum for our purposes.
The baryon density in the ejecta is given by
np =
Mej
V mp
= 4.2× 106Mej,−2 t−35.5 β−3 cm−3, (19)
which, due to the small ejecta mass and high velocity, is
substantially lower than in the supernova case.
Figure 1 summarizes the number densities of the
hadron and radiation backgrounds. Solid lines show the
density of thermal (thin red) and non-thermal (thick
blue) photons, as computed by solving equations 1 and
2 and integrating the photon energy distribution over all
frequencies. Note that at times ∼> 105 s, the density of
thermal photons exceeds that of non-thermal photons.
Finally, the nebula is strongly magnetized. The mag-
netic energy, EB = (B
2/8pi)V evolves according to
dEB
dt
= B Lsd − EB
R
dR
dt
, (20)
where the nebula magnetization B ∼ 10−2 is motivated
by observations of PWN such as the Crab Nebula (e.g,
Kennel & Coroniti 1984) and the final term assumes
the magnetic field is tangled and isotropic, such that it
behaves effectively as a γ = 4/3 gas. The magnetic field
strength can be estimated by
Bn ≈
(
8piBLsdt
V
)1/2
' 24.7 1/2B,−2B−114 β−3/2 t−25.5 G.
(21)
3. PARTICLE INTERACTION
3.1. Particle Acceleration
Ions extracted from the NS surface gain energy by
crossing open field lines in the pulsar magnetosphere. A
cosmic ray particle with charge Z can be accelerated to
ECR = η Z eΦmag = 4.1× 1019 Z η−1 t−15.5B−114 eV
(22)
where η = 0.1 η−1 is the acceleration efficiency, which
can be interpreted as the fraction of the open-field volt-
age that particles experience on average.
The charge density demanded by the electromagnetic
field, ρGJ = −Ω ·B/2pic (the so-called Goldreich-Julian
density; Hones & Bergeson 1965; Goldreich & Julian
1969), serves as a reasonable measure of the ion density
(Arons 2003). The cosmic ray production rate is
N˙ =
ρGJ
Ze
2Apcc = 8.5× 1037B−114 Z−1 t−15.5 s−1, (23)
where Apc = pi R
2
∗ (R∗/Rlc) is the size of the polar cap.
Combining eqns. 22 and 23 we obtain the injection spec-
trum of cosmic rays:
dN
dE
=
9
8
c2 I
Z eµ
1
E
= 3.9× 1043 Z−1E−1B−114 . (24)
6Notice that the pulsar spin-down results in a very hard
E−1 spectrum. The acceleration is expected to occur
promptly as particles travel across the potential gap.
3.2. Interaction Rates of Cosmic Rays
103 104 105 106 107
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Figure 2. Cooling timescales of cosmic ray protons as a
function of time since the merger. Quantities shown include
the time for photomeson interaction with thermal (dashed
red) and non-thermal (solid blue) radiation fields (equa-
tion 25), hadronuclear interaction with the ejecta baryons
(dotted brown; equation 28), cooling due to the synchrotron
emission (dash-dotted green; equation 30), and the light
crossing time tcross (solid black).
Accelerated particles possess Larmor radii rL =
E/Z eBn which are comparable to the total size of
the nebula, rL/R = 0.6 η−1 β1/2 
−1/2
B,−2. As the coher-
ence length of a turbulent magnetic field is typically
a fraction of the size of the magnetized region (Cho
& Ryu 2009), the particle Larmor radius is expected
to be larger than the coherence length of the field.
Cosmic rays will therefore propagate in a semi-linear
fashion through the nebula on the light crossing time
tcross ∼ R/c = 105.5 t5.5 β−1 s.
During its propagation, a cosmic ray experiences three
major cooling processes. It interacts with i) the nebu-
lar radiation via photonuclear interaction, and ii) ejecta
baryons via hadronuclear interaction. These two pro-
cesses lead to the production of neutral and charged
mesons, p + γ(p) → p + pi±,0 (Berezinskii et al. 1990).
In addition, cosmic rays cool by radiative processes
through iii) synchrotron radiation in the nebular mag-
netic field; this significantly suppresses the neutrino pro-
duction at early times. Notice that as
√
Ep εth  mp c2,
the inverse Compton process of an UHE proton is sup-
pressed due to the Klein-Nishina effect and hence is neg-
ligible (Rybicki & Lightman 1979).
A proton with Lorentz factor γp interacts with the
photon field of spectrum n(ε) = dn/dε on a characteris-
tic timescale given by
t−1pγ, int =
c
2γ2p
∫ ∞
0
dε
n(ε)
ε2
∫ 2 γp ε
0
dε′ ε′ σpγ(ε′), (25)
where σpγ is the cross section of photopion produc-
tion, which is ∼ 5 × 10−28 cm2 (Eidelman et al. 2004)
at the ∆−resonance, and ∼ 1.6 × 10−28 cm−2 above
the resonance. The cooling time is t pγ = tpγ, int/κpγ ,
where κpγ ∼ 0.15 is the average fraction of energy
lost from a proton per collision (the “elasticity”). The
cooling time due to photomeson interaction with non-
thermal and thermal fields can be roughly estimated as
tpγ ∼ (nγ σpγ κpγ c)−1, which for the thermal and non-
thermal photon densities (eqs. 17,18) is given by
tpγ, th = 1.3× 104 t15/85.5 B3/414 β15/8 s (26)
tpγ, nth = 4.2× 104 t27/85.5 B7/414 β19/8 s (27)
Due to the low ejecta density (eq. 19), the timescale
for hadronuclear interaction is by comparison longer,
tpp = (np σpp κpp c)
−1
= 1.6× 108M−1ej,−2 t35.5 β3 s, (28)
where σpp ∼ 10−25 cm2 (at around 1018 eV) and κpp ∼
0.5 (Eidelman et al. 2004).
Photopion and hadronuclear interactions lead to the
creation of charged pions, which decay into neutrinos
(Berezinskii et al. 1990). The total pion creation rate is
given by
t−1pi,cre = t
−1
pγ, th + t
−1
pγ, nth + t
−1
pp (29)
Pion production must compete with synchrotron cool-
ing of the proton, which occurs on a timescale
tp, rad =
3m3p c
4σT m2e γp uB
(30)
= 1.8× 105 η−1−1 t55.5B314 β3 −1B,−2 s,
where we have used equation (21) to estimate the neb-
ular magnetic field. Pion creation also effectively ceases
once the formation timescale exceeds the age of the
source, tpi, cre ≥ tcross.
Combining the effects described above, pion creation
is effectively suppressed by a factor
fpsup = max(1,
tcross
tpi,cre
,
tp,rad
tpi,cre
). (31)
Figure 2 compares the proton cooling time of differ-
ent processes as a function of time since the merger. At
the earliest times, all cooling processes are much shorter
than the nebula crossing time. Radiative cooling (green
line) dominates at early times, suppressing pion produc-
tion. However, this gives way to photopion interaction
with thermal photons at t ∼> 105.5 s. Then, at late times
t ∼> 2 × 106 s, the radiation field becomes too dilute to
interact with protons accelerated by the pulsar, and the
window of pion (and thus neutrino production) closes.
73.3. Interaction Rates of Pions and Muons
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Figure 3. Lifetime of pions (thick lines) and muons (thin
lines) in the lab frame (solid black), compared to their char-
acteristic cooling time due to hadronuclear interaction with
the ejecta baryons (dotted brown; equation 33) and syn-
chrotron radiation in the nebula (dash-dotted green; equa-
tion 34).
Charged mesons created by photopion and hadronu-
clear interactions decay into neutrinos via pi± → µ± +
νµ(ν¯µ) → e± + νe(ν¯e) + νµ + ν¯µ. The neutrino produc-
tion competes with the radiative and hadronic cooling
of the mesons and muons. The latter occur at a rate
t−1x, c = t
−1
xp + t
−1
x,rad, (32)
where x denotes either pi or µ,
txp = (np σxp κxp c)
−1
(33)
is the hadronic cooling rate due to interaction with the
ejecta baryons, and
tx, rad =
3m4x c
3
4σT m2e Ex uB
(34)
is the energy loss time due to synchrotron radiation. The
relevant time scales for pions and muons are shown in
Fig. 3. Synchrotron emission dominates the energy loss
until ∼ 105.5 s for pions and ∼ 106 s for muons.
These cooling processes can be accounted for by in-
troducing a second suppression factor on the neutrino
production rate of the form,
fxsup = min
(
1,
tx,c
γx τx
)
(35)
This quantifies the fact that neutrinos are efficiently pro-
duced only if the decay time of a pion or muon is shorter
than its cooling time.
The suppression factor can be estimated analytically
as
fpisup = 0.3 η
−2
−1 B
4
14 β
3 −1B,−2 t
6
5.5 (36)
fµsup = 1.5× 10−3 η−2−1 B414 β3 −1B,−2 t65.5 (37)
where σpip = 5×10−26 cm2, κpip ∼ 0.8, τpi = 2.6×10−8 s,
σµp = 2× 10−28 cm2, τµ = 2.2× 10−6 s (Eidelman et al.
2004), and taking Epi ∼ 0.2Ep as the average ratio of
pion energy to its parent proton energy in photopion
production. Because the mean lifetime of a muon ex-
ceeds that of a pion by a factor of ∼100, muons almost
immediately experience radiative cooling before decay-
ing into secondary neutrinos.
4. NEUTRINO PRODUCTION
4.1. Individual sources
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Figure 4. All-flavor fluence of high-energy neutrinos from
a stable millisecond magnetar on timescales from an hour
to a year (solid lines) after the merger. The fiducial mag-
netar model assumes an initial spin period Pi = 1 ms,
surface dipole magnetic field B = 1014 G, ejecta mass
Mej = 0.01M, and source distance D = 10 Mpc. The
black dash-dotted line indicates the 90% sensitivity of Ice-
Cube for a time-integrated search of point-like sources with
one year of operation (Aartsen et al. 2017) (which is compa-
rable to its time-dependent sensitivity for a transient source
with week-long duration; Aartsen et al. 2015). The grey
dashed line shows the estimated point-source sensitivity of
ARA (Ara Collaboration et al. 2012) (or ARIANNA; Bar-
wick et al. 2015) from an one-year time-integrated search.
Neutrino production is delayed until charged pions
are both produced efficiently and avoid being cooled ra-
diatively before decaying. The former occurs first, af-
ter the pion production rate exceeds the proton cooling
timescale once tpsup, 0 ≡ t (tp, rad = tpi, cre). However, ra-
diative cooling of the pions prevents neutrino production
until somewhat later, once tpisup, 0 ≡ t (tpi, rad = γpi τpi).
At yet later times, muons obey the same decay timescale
condition and thus also contribute to neutrino produc-
8Table 1. Summary of characteristic timescales
time symbol value [s] at tsd  t tnd,0 description
tejd,0 3.3× 104M1/2−2 β−1/2 time after which photons escape the ejecta freely
tsd 1.4× 105 P 2i,−3B−214 spin-down time
tpsup, 0 1.4× 105 η8/25−1 B−18/2514 β−9/25 8/25B,−2 time when an efficient photopion production starts
tpisup, 0 3.9× 105 η1/3−1 B−2/314 β−1/2 1/6B,−2 time when pis decay
tnd,0 7.5× 105B−2/314 β1/3 time after which photons escape the nebula freely
tµsup, 0 9.3× 105 η1/3−1 B−2/314 β−1/2 1/6B,−2 time when µs decay
tpi,0 1.2× 107 β−23/7B−6/714 time when neutrino production stops
tion; this happens after tµsup, 0 ≡ t (tµ, rad = γµ τµ). Neu-
trino production effectively ceases once the creation
process freezes out, as occurs after the time tpi,0 ≡
t (tpi, cre = tcross). Substantial high energy neutrino pro-
duction is therefore typically limited to a window of
hours to weeks following the merger. These characteris-
tic timescales, as well as other important timescales in
the problem, are summarized in Table 1.
The neutrino flux can be estimated by
E2ν
dNν
dEν
= E2CR
dNCR
dECR
fpsup
2
fpisup
(
1
4
+
1
2
fµsup
)
.
(38)
The first 1/2 factor results because charged pions are
produced in a pγ interaction only half the time on av-
erage. The final factor in parentheses results from the
fact that, when a pion decays, ∼ 1/4 of its energy goes
to a muon neutrino; by contrast, when a muon decays,
∼ 2/3 of its products are neutrinos.
The neutrino flux peaks near the time tµsup,0. For a
fiducial parameters, a source at distance D = 10 Mpc
produces a peak fluence given by(
E2ν Jν
)
peak
≈ E
2
ν
4piD2
dNν
dEν
∣∣∣∣
t=tµsup, 0
(39)
= 9.0 η
2/3
−1 B
−4/3
14 β
1/2 
−1/6
B,−2D
−2
10Mpc
fpsup f
pi
sup f
µ
sup GeV cm
−2.
To account in greater detail for the energy distribu-
tion of pions from a photopion production, we calculate
the neutrino flux semi-analytically using the numerical
package SOPHIA (Mu¨cke et al. 2000). At each time
step, we calculate the energy and flux of cosmic ray pro-
tons injected from the pulsar magnetosphere according
to eqs. 22 and 23. These cosmic rays meet non-thermal
and thermal photons in the nebula with number densi-
ties and spectra as determined by solving equations 1
and 2. Meanwhile, protons are cooled by synchrotron
radiation in the nebula magnetic field (equation 21).
A fraction fpsup of the injected protons undergo photo-
pion production. We use SOPHIA to compute the pion
produced by UHECR interaction in the thermal back-
ground. Each pi± product, depending on its energy Epi
and the system time, contributes a number of fpisup neu-
trino with energy Epi/4, and the same number of muon
with energy 3Epi/4. Each muon, again depending on
its energy Eµ and the system time, contributes 2× fµsup
neutrinos each with energy Eµ/3.
The neutrino flux from a stable fast-spinning magne-
tar formed from the merger is shown in Fig. 4. For
initial spin period Pi = 1 ms and surface magnetic field
B = 1014 G, the neutrino emission starts ∼ 1 h after
the merger, reaches the peak after ∼ 4 days, and lasts
for about a year before decreasing to < 5% of the maxi-
mum flux. The neutrino spectrum peaks near an energy
of 1017.5 eV.
For comparison, we show the time-integrated sensi-
tivity of IceCube with full configuration and one year
operation for a source in the declination band 0 <
δ < 30◦ (Aartsen et al. 2017). Note that this sensi-
tivity is comparable to the IceCube sensitivity from a
time-dependent search for a flare with week-long du-
ration (Aartsen et al. 2015). With millisecond initial
spin period and 1014 G surface magnetic field, a post-
merger magnetar is detectable by IceCube only when
it is within ∼ 10 Mpc. With sensitivity windows fo-
cusing on EeV energies, the projected Askaryan Ra-
dio Array (ARA, Ara Collaboration et al. 2012) and
the Antarctic Ross Ice Shelf Antenna Neutrino Array
(ARIANNA Barwick et al. 2015) will be promising de-
tectors to observe these neutrinos. In Fig. 4, we es-
timate the point-source sensitivity of ARA/ARIANNA
by scaling the IceCube point-source sensitivity by the
ratio of the differential sensitivity of ARA/ARIANNA
to that of IceCube at 1 EeV. Such a crude estimation
assumes that ARA/ARIANNA has an angular resolu-
tion that is comparable to that of IceCube at EeV, and
that its effective area is independent of energy.4 Next
4 ARA/ARIANNA would improve the angular resolution of Ice-
Cube by a factor of ∼ 2 and the effective area by a factor of 5 over
two decades in energy (Ara Collaboration et al. 2012). The shape
and flux level of an ARA/ARIANNA sensitivity curve from the
collaboration(s) in the future could therefore be different from our
estimates in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. All-flavor diffuse neutrino spectra for magnetar
populations with different B, Pi, or Mej values as labelled
with different colors. All models assume that a large fraction
of mergers result in the formation of a long-lived or stable
magnetar (fmag = 1) and adopt a local NS merger rate of
R(0) ∼ 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1. In each case, other than the in-
dicated parameter, the other parameters are set to be their
default values as in Figure 4. More magnetized or slower
spinning NSs are more challenging to detect. Heavier ejecta
mass expands less rapidly and produces less neutrinos at
early times due to more severe radiation cooling of primary
and secondary particles. Also shown are 90% C.L. sensi-
tivities of current (black; IceCube Aartsen et al. 2016 and
Auger Aab et al. 2015a) and some future UHE neutrino
detectors (grey; ARA/ARIANNA Ara Collaboration et al.
2012; Barwick et al. 2015, GRAND Martineau-Huynh et al.
2017, CHANT Neronov et al. 2017).
generation telescopes, such as IceCube-Gen2 (IceCube-
Gen2 Collaboration et al. 2014), giant radio array for
neutrino detection (GRAND, Martineau-Huynh et al.
2017), and Cherenkov from astrophysical neutrinos tele-
scope (CHANT, Neronov et al. 2017) are expected to of-
fer even better sensitivities that can probe high-energy
neutrinos emitted by more distant mergers.
Secondary protons and neutrons from the photomeson
production may continue to participate in higher-order
interactions, resulting in additional neutrinos at low en-
ergies (Fang 2015). Moreover, UHE photons from the
decay of neutral pions may cascade in or escape from the
nebula, leading to potential observational signatures for
nearby sources. The higher-order effect and UHE pho-
ton production will be explored in future work.
4.2. Diffuse flux
The total flux contributed by all binary NS mergers
over cosmological distances can be estimated by
Φ(E) =
fmag
4pi
R0
∫
c dz
H(z)
f(z)
dN
dE′
(z), (40)
where R0 ∼ 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1 is the estimated to-
tal rate5 of NS binary mergers in the local universe
(e.g., Abbott et al. 2016), fmag is the fraction of mergers
leaving long-lived or stable NS remnants, H(z) is the
Hubble constant at redshift z, and f(z) describes the
source evolution, which equals the ratio of the source
rate at redshift z to that at today. Binary evolution
models suggest that the NS-NS merger rate follows a
history roughly comparable to the star formation rate
(SFR) (Dominik et al. 2013). Assuming that sources
evolve with SFR (Strolger et al. 2004), and taking the
default parameters as in equation 39, we obtain a peak
flux of(
E2Φ
)
peak
≈2.8× 10−8R0,−7fmag fpsup fpisup fµsup (41)
GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1.
Figure 5 presents the diffuse neutrino flux from numer-
ical calculations, and demonstrates the flux dependence
on the parameters B, Pi, and Mej. We have assumed
in all cases that fmag = 1 and vary one out of the three
other parameters at a time. Compared to the default
case, a stronger dipole magnetic field (faster magnetar
spin-down rate) enhances the synchrotron cooling of cos-
mic rays and hence leads to lower neutrino production.
If B  1015 G, the millisecond magnetar would be sub-
jected to substantial gravitational wave losses, in addi-
tion to electromagnetic radiation considered in this work
(Ostriker & Gunn 1969). The spindown time would be
too short to allow accelerated particles to leave the dense
and highly magnetized nebula. As tp,rad ∝ B−2, par-
ticles would be quickly cooled by synchrotron radiation
and not produce neutrinos. By contrast, a weaker dipole
magnetic field allows a slower deposition of the spin-
down energy into the nebula, such that most particles
are injected in a later time when the radiative loss is
less severe. This also results in less interaction time for
primary particles which results in a narrower distribu-
tion of the neutrino energy. A magnetar with larger Pi
as might be produced if gravitational waves carry away
a large fraction of the magnetar power, is less powerful
to produce cosmic particles in general. A higher mass
ejecta expands less rapidly, making the cooling more ef-
ficient than decay for primary and secondary particles,
and thus leads to a slightly lower neutrino flux at early
times.
The diffuse flux of neutrinos from binary NS mergers
for fmag = 1 and R0 ∼ 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1 is consistent
with the upper limit based on 7 years of IceCube data,
5 Although note that this rate is uncertain by at least 2 orders of
magnitude, and current upper limits from Advanced LIGO allow
a rate which is a factor of ≈ 10 times higher than this fiducial
estimate.
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ΦUL ∼ 3×10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (Aartsen et al. 2016).
The flux level is in a promising regime that can be de-
tected by current and future experiments. An absence
of detection can in turn constrain the uncertain product
fmagR0, or the magnetar fraction fmag alone once the
local merger rate R0 is measured by gravitational wave
detectors.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A long-lived, or indefinitely stable, millisecond mag-
netar may be formed by the coalescence of a binary NS
system. In the hours to days following the merger, the
resulting powerful and high voltage pulsar wind inflates
a magnetized nebula behind the merger ejecta in which
particles can be accelerated up to ultra-high energies.
Depending on the age of the source (time since merger),
the accelerated cosmic rays are cooled by synchrotron
emission in the nebula, or they may interact with the
non-thermal and thermal radiation fields of nebula to
produce high-energy neutrinos.
Following the evolution of the radiative background
and the interaction of cosmic rays and their secondary
particles, we have explored the neutrino signatures of
such magnetar remnants. In optimistic scenarios in
which an order unity fraction of NS mergers produce
long-lived magnetar remnants with dipole magnetic field
strengths of ∼ 1014 G, the cumulative neutrino back-
ground resulting from these events may be observed by
the IceCube Observatory in the near future. Even in less
optimistic scenarios, in which the magnetar fraction is
small or the dipole magnetic field is stronger, the diffuse
flux is potentially within the reach of next-generation
neutrino telescopes.
GW information alone may not be sufficient to con-
firm or refute the presence of a long-lived magnetar, even
in systems in which the chirp inspiral phase is detected
with high SNR. High frequency oscillations from the NS
remnant (e.g. Clark et al. 2014) can produce a measur-
able GW signal for hundreds of milliseconds following
the merger and provide information on the NS EOS,
but they are unlikely to provide unambiguous evidence
for an extremely long remnant lifetime (the ringdown
signature of the newly-formed BH will probably not be
measurable). The magnetar itself will produce a peri-
odic gravitational wave signal; however, its strength de-
pends on the presence of a strong toroidal magnetic field
misaligned with the rotation axis (e.g., Stella et al. 2005;
Fan et al. 2013; Lasky et al. 2014; Dall’Osso et al. 2015)
or the growth and saturation of the f-mode instability
(e.g., Doneva et al. 2015).
We propose that high energy neutrinos, with a charac-
teristic light curve peaking days after the merger, could
provide a comparatively “clean” way to verify the pres-
ence of a long-lived magnetar. Such a detection would
also provide a more accurate sky localization for the
source than provided by the GW signal, which could
help identify the host galaxy if an electromagnetic coun-
terpart is not detected. Future neutrino telescopes, such
as GRAND (Martineau-Huynh et al. 2017) and CHANT
(Neronov et al. 2017), are designed to improve the sensi-
tivity of IceCube at EeVs by roughly two orders of mag-
nitude. With such improved sensitivities, the magnetar
neutrino emission would be observable up to ∼ 100 Mpc,
or at a rate of 0.4 NS merger event per year assum-
ing R0 = 10−7 Mpc−3 yr−1 (Abbott et al. 2016) and
fmag = 1.
The fraction of NS mergers producing stable or long-
lived magnetar remnants depends on the mass distribu-
tion of the merging NS binaries and, most sensitively, on
the EoS of nuclear density matter through the maximum
stable NS mass (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2008; Lawrence
et al. 2015; Piro et al. 2017). This is a large uncertainty
of our model. But even in case that the maximum mass
is relatively low ∼< 2.2M, a significant amount of the
rotational energy inherited from the merger can still be
extracted from the merger remnant before it collapses
into a black hole, in a timescale comparable to the spin-
down time (see, e.g., Metzger 2017, their Fig. 8). Cosmic
rays accelerated before the collapse could still produce
a neutrino signal in this case, though the neutrino light
curve would decay more rapidly at late times than in
the stable magnetar case.
Constraints have been placed on long-lived magne-
tar remnants of NS mergers from late-time radio ob-
servations of short-duration GRBs (Metzger & Bower
2014; Horesh et al. 2016; Fong et al. 2016). These works
performed searches for radio emission from a group of
well-localized short-duration GRBs on a timescale of
months to years after the bursts. No coincident sig-
nal was found, deriving upper limits on the kinetic en-
ergy and the ejecta mass in several observational sam-
ples. Similar constraints on radio transients from stable
magnetars are, or will be, constrained also by past or
future planned wide-field radio transient surveys (Met-
zger et al. 2015). While on the face these observations
suggest fmag  1, these constraints are sensitive to
the assumed microphysical parameters of the shock and
the density of the surrounding circumburst medium. It
is also important to keep in mind that mergers giving
rise to magnetars instead of black holes may not pro-
duce detectable prompt gamma-ray emission, in which
case the GRB sample could be biased (though merger-
produced magnetars should be accompanied by lumi-
nous optical/X-ray counterparts; Yu et al. 2013; Met-
zger & Piro 2014; Siegel & Ciolfi 2016a,b; Ciolfi et al.
2017b).
Piro & Kollmeier (2016b) focused on the escape of
UHECRs from low ejecta-mass explosions, suggesting
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stable magnetars from NS mergers as sources which can
explain the rates and heavy composition of the UHECR
measurement by the Auger Observatory (Aab et al.
2015b). They also estimate the neutrino emission from
the hadronic interaction between UHECRs and ejecta
baryons. However, Piro & Kollmeier (2016b) ignored
interaction with the radiation background, under the as-
sumption that the cosmic rays are composed primarily
of heavy nuclei, in which case the neutrino signal is much
weaker signal due to energy losses being dominated by
photo-disintegration instead of pion creation.
Our work instead focuses on the interaction of cosmic-
rays with the evolving radiation background of the post-
merger environment, motivated as follows. First, cosmic
rays in the energy range ∼ 1017.5 − 1018.5 eV are in-
ferred to possess a proton-dominated light composition
by both the Auger Observatory (Aab et al. 2015b) and
the Telescope Array (Charles et al. 2015). The neutrino
signal at energies of 1017 eV should therefore be strong if
magnetars from NS mergers indeed contribute the bulk
of the UHECRs. Second, although the composition of
the GRB jet and merger debris is likely to be composed
of intermediate to heavy elements (resulting from nucle-
osynthesis following their decompression from high den-
sities; Metzger et al. 2011), the composition of the ions
exacted from the stellar surface which are accelerated in
the pulsar magnetosphere is less clear. Third, as shown
in Figure 2, the interaction rate of cosmic rays with pho-
tons exceeds by orders of magnitude that with the ejecta
baryons. Thus, even if only a small fraction of the accel-
erated cosmic rays are protons, the photopion interac-
tion will be more efficient than the hadronic interaction
in producing neutrinos. As a result, including the effects
of the radiation background on the UHECR cooling re-
sults in different neutrino spectrum and light curve. We
also predict lower neutrino flux above ∼ 1018 eV and
from highly magnetized systems (withB ≥ 1015 G) com-
pared to Piro & Kollmeier (2016b).
Finally, we note that similar transients powered by
NSs with ultra-strong magnetic fields may be formed
from the accretion-induced collapses (AIC) of white
dwarfs (Canal & Schatzman 1976; Nomoto & Kondo
1991), or possibly in iron core collapse supernovae with
very low ejecta masses (so-called “ultra-stripped enve-
lope supernovae”; Drout et al. 2013, 2014; Tauris et al.
2015). Such events might occur at a comparable or po-
tentially higher rate than NS mergers, although their
gravitational wave emission will be significantly weaker.
The neutrino emission from such events could be similar
to that studied in this work, if these events also produce
millisecond magnetars.
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